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Traditional solar sail architectures involve large, thin, reflective membranes stretched 

across lightweight structural elements, a design that has many well-documented engineering 

challenges.  This paper evaluates an alternative, “fractionated” solar sail in which the sail 

itself is composed of small discrete particles held in place by superconductive flux-pinning 

forces. This analysis investigates two candidate particulate solar sail architectures: a 

particle-cloud sail and an integrated payload sail.  It emphasizes design aspects of the 

particles, the macroscopic structure, deployment methods, possible control mechanisms, and 

performance metrics. The sail loading factor for each design is found to be 50 g m
-2
 and 90 g 

m
-2
 for the particle cloud sail and integrated payload sail respectively. The examination 

concludes with a discussion of major challenges and potential applications for each design.   

Nomenclature 

a0 = characteristic acceleration 

A = total area of the sail light collection 

mp = payload mass  

mS = mass of the solar sail (sail structure and material) 

mT = total mass of the solar sail and its payload 

P =  solar-light pressure 

η = sail efficiency factor 

σ = sail loading  

σS = sail-assembly loading 

I. Introduction 

OLAR sailing is a form of propellantless propulsion that uses sunlight to affect the motion of a spacecraft via 

momentum exchange with photons. Because this solar-pressure effect is weak, solar sails are designed with a 

large surface area in order to maximize the collection of photons with the least structural mass. This design 

paradigm has classically involved ultra-thin reflective films supported by gossamer structures, which are tightly 

stowed for launch and undergo a high-risk deployment once in orbit. Although recent advancements in lightweight 

boom and film technologies have made progress toward addressing many of the challenges inherent in this 

approach, a number of fundamental engineering difficulties remain. 

 These challenges include stowing and deploying the sail, controlling the spacecraft once the sail has been 

deployed, maintaining sail performance within the space environment
1
, and testing a full-scale model in a relevant 

environment on Earth
2
.  The fact that the sail is a large delicate monolithic structure is responsible for most of them. 

These issues could be greatly simplified if the sail itself were instead comprised of smaller, more manageable 

components that together act as a large single sail. Some recent sail designs have applied this concept on a large 

scale: for example, NASA’s 20-m quadrant sail prototype (shown in Figure 1a) uses axisymmetric arrangements of 

several smaller sails.  However, these designs still call for large, thin-membrane sail segments to provide most of the 

overall sail surface area and are thus still subject to the same difficulties confronting traditional solar sails. This 

investigation assesses the value of fractionating a solar sail one step further: creating a sail from homogenous 

constituent components on the scale of centimeters or smaller, as shown in Figure 1b.  
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 Not only does a “particulate solar sail” provide a unique solution to the current engineering complexities of solar 

sailing, it also provides the flexibility and robustness inherent in a discrete fractionated space system. This system 

could be assembled in multiple launches to take advantage of incremental mission funding and the availability of 

smaller launch vehicles. Such a system may also lend itself better to in-situ repair missions. Further, a sail made of 

small independent particles would be highly fault tolerant to both launch-vehicle failures and micrometeoroids. The 

discrete nature of the particular solar sail’s surface allows small portions to be damaged without affecting the overall 

performance of the sail, making this sail design especially suitable for proposed missions to asteroids and comets or 

other small-body rendezvous where the risk of such collisions is high.
3,11
 These potential advantages motivate the 

present research into particulate solar sailing architectures.   

 Holding onto large numbers of small-scale particles for use as a solar sail requires a mechanism to maintain a 

passively stable yet alterable formation of these particles. The enabling science for the particulate solar sail lies in 

the well-established phenomenon in superconducting physics known as flux pinning. When a type II high-

temperature superconductor is exposed to a magnetic field of sufficient strength, it “pins” the magnetic flux such 

that the superconductor remains in a damped, passively stable equilibrium in up to six degrees of freedom relative to 

the magnetic flux lines. This action-at-a-distance force can easily be manipulated by changing the magnetic flux, 

which in turn alters the equilibrium position of the superconductor. Flux-pinned connections are well-suited to 

operations in space. Previous research has proposed using these flux-pinned interfaces as a method of stabilizing 

formations of satellites and constructing large space structures.
4,5
 Distributed space systems such as a very-large-

aperture telescope might also be controlled and stabilized with these flux-pinned interfaces.
6
 By extension, the 

particulate solar sail can exploit the flux-pinning effect using superconductive sail particles and magnetic or thermal 

actuators. 

 

 Because the particulate solar sail brings together two generally unrelated technologies, this paper first reviews 

the underlying drivers for this concept: magnetic flux pinning in superconductors and solar sail design. After 

describing these fundamentals, this paper then examines two example particulate solar sail architectures in more 

detail, including design considerations for the particles, implications on deployment techniques, sail control 

concepts, and theoretical performance parameters. The two architectures studied are the 1) particle cloud sail and 2) 

the integrated payload sail. From this analysis, preliminary conclusions are drawn regarding the range of expected 

performance and the types of solar sailing missions to which the particulate solar-sail architectures may be best 

suited.   

 

 

 

    
    (a)                (b) 

 

Figure 1. Fractionation of Solar Sails. (a) A NASA 20-m four-quadrant solar sail fully deployed in testing. This 

solar sail is comprised of four smaller sails, making the handling, deployment, and control of the finished product 

much more manageable than a single, large sail of the same size.  Image courtesy of NASA. (b) A conceptual 

depiction of a particulate solar sail, where the sail material is divided into much smaller components, further 

reducing the difficulties in manufacturing and launching of the sail while offering increased robustness and novel 

opportunities. Background image courtesy of NASA. 
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II. Magnetic Flux-Pinning in Superconductors 

A. Background 

Over the past century, superconductivity has been a rich topic of research as a result of its unusual properties and 

alluring potential applications. Several 

groundbreaking discoveries were made as 

recently as the 1980s, such as the discovery of 

high-temperature superconductors, or HTSCs, 

(e.g., superconductors which maintain 

superconductivity in the relatively high 

temperature range of 70 K – 130 K).  These 

discoveries have opened the way to practical 

implementations of superconducting applications. 

One of the most fascinating and well-studied 

aspects of superconductivity is the distinctive way 

in which superconductors interact with magnetic 

fields. All superconductors exhibit an effect 

known as Meissner repulsion (shown in Figure 2), 

where below a certain critical temperature and for 

low-strength magnetic fields, the superconductor 

drives the magnetic flux out of its volume. This 

repulsion occurs as a result of small 

superconducting current loops induced into the 

superconductor, creating a “compensating” 

magnetic field that exactly cancels the applied 

magnetic field.
7
 Many superconductors (classified as type I), have 

one critical temperature (or, in isothermal conditions, one critical 

magnetic field strength) where they exhibit Meissner repulsion 

below that temperature and no interaction with the magnetic field 

above it.   

A more recently discovered type of superconductor (known as 

type II) has two transition temperatures.  Below the lowest critical 

temperature it again produces the Meissner effect, but above the 

higher critical temperature it has no interaction. Between these 

critical temperatures, however, the superconductor enters into a 

“mixed state” where a sufficiently strong magnetic flux density, 

commonly cited to be over 100 G
7
, enters the superconductor’s 

interior and forms small current vortices that represent one 

quantum of magnetic flux.
 
Our experiments suggest that this limit 

may be much lower.
4
 The magnetic flux lines become “pinned” 

on impurities and defects within the type II superconductor, and 

any motion of that magnetic flux is resisted by the supercurrents 

that form in the presence of a moving magnetic field. This 

quantum-level resistance to change in the magnetic flux results in 

the type II superconductor being “pinned” with respect to the 

magnetic flux lines (as seen in Figure 3).
7
 This effect is 

observable as a passively stable mechanical equilibrium between 

the superconductor and the source of the magnetic flux.  Motions 

relative to this equilibrium exhibit both stiffness and damping, 

producing a “virtual” mechanical connection simply from these 

action-at-a-distance forces. The stiffness values and damping 

ratios have been characterized for separation distances on the 

B B
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cT T> cT T<  
         (a)               (b) 

Figure 2. The Meissner Effect in Superconductors. (a) Above 

the critical temperature, the superconductor (shown as a blue 

circle) is unaffected by the magnetic field lines. (b)Once below 

the critical temperature, the superconductor repels the magnetic 

field lines from its volume. 

BB

Figure 3. Flux Pinning in Type-II 

Superconductors. Below its first transition 

temperature, the superconductor (shown as 

the blue cylinder at the bottom) exhibits 

Meissner repulsion (dashed flux lines). 

However, as the type-II superconductor 

reaches its mixed state, the flux lines enter 

the superconductor’s volume and become 

pinned on faults in the material. 
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order of centimeters, and further work is being conducted to test the spatial limits of this interface.
4
 It is important to 

note that magnetic flux “lines” are mere conceptual constructs for ease of description and explanation; during flux 

pinning no specific “lines” are evident. The superconductor is actually able to travel on any path on which magnetic 

flux is constant without resistance even while flux pinned in other degrees of freedom. A discussion of the 

implications for this zero-stiffness degree of freedom can be found in Shoer
4
. 

Type II superconductors are capable of achieving a continuous range of stable equilibrium positions as the result 

of hysteretic effects.
7
 These effects do not influence the design because the particulate solar sail is subjected only to 

solar pressure, ensuring that the relative motions of the particles with respect to the magnetic field are small enough 

not to exhibit hysteresis.  

B. Flux-pinned Interfaces and the Particulate Solar Sail 

Although much of the application-oriented interest in flux pinning has focused on levitation,
7,8
 the other 

properties of flux-pinning can also be exploited in space-based applications. Current work has already established 

intriguing possibilities for using flux-pinning to create non-contacting docking connections, kinematic mechanisms, 

and stable reconfigurable satellite formations.
4-6
 The critical temperatures for many of the high-temperature type II 

superconductors can be achieved in space with only modest effort. For example, the superconductor Yttrium Barium 

Copper Oxide (YBCO) has a critical temperature near 92 K.
9
 This temperature range will be relevant for a 

particulate solar sail design, and may limit the minimum distance between the sun and the sail, which in turn limits 

the strength of the solar pressure available to such a sail. These issues are discussed in greater detail in the 

architecture portion of this paper.  

Flux-pinned interfaces are also ideal for the particulate solar sail design because, if a permanent magnet is used, 

no power is necessary to maintain a passive stable equilibrium position for the superconductors subjected to the 

magnetic flux. The unique physics of the superconductor allow it to bypass Earnshaw’s Theorem, a consequence of 

which is that a body subject only to inverse-square forces requires active control to remain stable in an arbitrary 

equilibrium.
10
 Thus, flux pinning acts as a virtual structure, eliminating the cumbersome film substrate necessary for 

traditional solar sails. A “virtual” structure may not necessary correlate to a mass savings due to the necessary 

magnetic field apparatus and the decrease in the efficiency of a sail material that is not collecting all of the light in 

an equivalent surface area; however, this technology does allow the solar sail designer to trade off these potential 

disadvantages with the advantages described above.  

Finally, a flux-pinned connection can be manipulated easily by either changes in the applied magnetic flux or in 

the temperature of the connection, making it an appealing option for controlling the particulate solar sail. The 

discrete nature of the sail’s surface allows for portions of the sail to be actuated independently of other sections, 

allowing for a more nuanced and agile control of the sail.  In fact, control of a sail involves regulating a continuum, 

rather than applying a few, large control inputs.  This control might be implemented through RF fields, DC magnetic 

fields, or similar approaches. 

III. Solar Sail Design 

The basic ideas behind solar sailing have been known for 

over a century, although the necessary refinement of the 

concept has taken place only in the last few decades.
11
 A 

completely functional solar sail has yet to be demonstrated in 

an integrated space system; nevertheless, the technology has 

matured significantly in the past few years, raising the 

Technology Readiness Level of solar sailing to 7 or 8.  

The fundamental principle of solar sailing is illustrated in 

Figure 4. If the solar sail is a perfect reflector, the combined 

impulse of the incident and reflected photons produce a 

resulting force on the solar sail that is nearly normal to the 

plane of the sail. By orienting the sail such that the resulting 

force opposes the motion of the spacecraft’s orbit, the sail 

causes the spacecraft to lose orbital angular momentum and 

spiral inwards towards the attracting body. On the other hand, 

if the resulting force vector is aligned such that the net force is increasing the orbital angular momentum, the orbit’s 

energy grows, and the spacecraft spirals out from the sun. Changing the angle of the sail’s surface normal relative to 

the sun can thus actuate the solar sail’s orbit in a desired manner.
11
  

Net Force

Reflected Light

Incident Light

Solar Sail

Net Force

Reflected Light

Incident Light

Solar Sail

 
Figure 4. The Basic Principle Behind Solar 

Sailing. If the sail in the diagram were moving in 

an orbit around the sun in the plane of the paper 

with an instantaneous velocity upwards on the 

page, this sail would be increasing its orbital 

angular momentum since the net force is 

reinforcing the motion of the orbit.  
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Certain metrics characterize the efficiency of the sail design and its expected thrust and payload capabilities. The 

two most critical are the characteristic acceleration a0 and the sail loading σ, which are given respectively given in 

the following equations assuming a perfectly reflective surface (producing the factor of 2): 

 

             
0

2 P
a

η

σ
=                (1) 

             Tm

A
σ =                 (2) 

 

 

where η is the sail efficiency factor that takes into account losses from billowing and creases, P is the solar light 

pressure acting on the sail, mT is the total mass of the spacecraft (payload and sail combined), and A is the surface 

area of the solar sail.
1
 The characteristic equation describes the acceleration that one square kilometer of sail could 

expect to experience at a distance of 1 AU, where the solar pressure is 64.56 10−× N m
-2
.
11
  

 One distinguishes between payload mass mP and sail mass mS, where the summation of these two masses is 

equivalent to the total mass mT. This distinction leads to another parameter, known as the payload mass fraction R
1
: 
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The higher the mass fraction, the more nearly ideal the spacecraft propulsion system design, as the goal is to 

maximize the amount of payload while minimizing the propulsion infrastructure mass. A mass fraction of 1/3 is 

used in McInnes for purposes of demonstrating the relative scales of the various parameters. Substitution yields: 
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where the parameter σS is known as the sail assembly loading. This parameter represents the efficiency of the sail’s 

design: lower values indicate greater efficiency. It is difficult to determine a realistic range for these values since a 

solar sail has yet to be implemented in a flight demonstration.  As of 2007, proposed designs have claimed the 

following values: sail efficiency factors (η) between 0.75 and 0.92 and sail assembly loading values (called “areal 

density” in the reference) between 20 g m
-2
 and 112 g m

-2
, with more optimistic predictions of 12 g m

-2
  to 14 g m

-2
  

with a larger, scaled-up design.
12
 These value ranges are likely best-case scenarios, but they can be used to obtain an 

approximate basis for comparing current solar sail designs and the performance of particulate solar sails. 

IV. Example Particulate Solar Sail Architectures 

 For this study, two very different particulate architectures were chosen to demonstrate the range of possibilities. 

Both of the following sections include a discussion on particle properties, structural mechanisms, deployment 

techniques, and control concepts relevant to the specific architecture under consideration. The performance of the 

architecture is then assessed as a function of the performance parameters and any specific advantages/enabling 

technologies or disadvantages/unique problems associated with the particulate solar sail.  

A. Particle Cloud Sail 

 The particle cloud architecture design consists of a conducting wire mesh that uses the magnetic field induced by 

current flowing through loops in the mesh to flux pin trillions of reflectively coated superconducting particles on the 

order of 10
-4
 m in size into a dense arrangement between the wires. Figure 5 shows a schematic. The reflective 

superconducting particles act as the main collector of photons.  As the momentum exchange occurs, the dust 

particles accelerate, and via their flux pinned connection to the rest of the spacecraft, cause the payload to accelerate 

as well. However, due to the faint pressure of the sunlight, this acceleration induces only very small motions in the 
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particles. So, the small-displacement assumptions on which many mathematical models of flux pinning are based 

hold for this architecture.  

 The particles within this architecture require some design effort in order to ensure that the conditions necessary 

for the particulate solar sail concept to work will be present. Flakes and grains of a type II HTSC such as YBCO can 

be coated with the same vapor-deposited reflective aluminum coating intended for traditional solar sail films (see 

Figure 6). This coating is on the order of 0.1 µm thick
11
 and would not affect the superconducting properties of the 

HTSC. The primary driver for the shape and material of the particles for the particle cloud architecture is the 

temperature of the particles. The particles must remain below their transition temperature in order to remain flux 

pinned to the sail structure. Since the particles are also being exposed to significant amounts of sunlight, one must 

design the reflective properties and geometry appropriately.  It might be that thicker particles (longer in the sun-

normal direction) are best for rejecting heat. Further, the size of the individual superconducting particles must be 

large enough to contain the defects in grain structure that are required for flux pinning.. 

 The structural design of this architecture is a wire mesh of concentric circles, where current is pumped through 

the wires in such a way that no two adjacent wires have current flowing in the same direction (as shown in Figure 7). 

Thus, the fields of the wires make them repel one another, forcing the structure to fully expand without the use of 

inflation or mechanical-deployment systems. If necessary, additional rigidization can be added via a space-curing 

resin proposed for the structural elements of a traditional solar sail
11
 to ensure that the wires remain stiff hoops. 

Further, the interacting fields of the wires produce a magnetic flux distribution that has circular lines of equal flux (a 

zero-stiffness degree of freedom for the flux-pinned superconductive particles) in a plane parallel to the structural 

elements.  Thus, while the superconducting particles are free to move in the plane of the sail structure, they will be 

constrained to the surface that is collecting the photons to produce thrust. 

 In order to arrive at this point, the particle cloud sail is launched as a container (or several containers on separate 

launches) with a densely packed arrangement of the superconductive particles, requiring no folding or other special 

packing requirements. Once in a desired orbit, the particles of the particulate solar sail are released from a container 

on the spacecraft and captured magnetically by the unfolded sail structure. The deployment of the particulate sail is 

driven by none of the concerns typical of a delicate membrane, reducing some risk of failure during this phase of the 

mission. One of the primary challenges in this architecture is be the timing and proximity of the particle release and 

the staged process of deploying and activating the structure in order to ultimately produce a relatively homogenous 

distribution of particles in each ring.  Doing so may involve field cooling the particles before they are deployed so 

that they are trapped by the coils after release.
4
 

 
 

Figure 5. The Particle Cloud Solar Sail. Background 

images courtesy of NASA. 

             

Figure 6. Particle Cloud Architecture Particle Design. The 

particles in this architecture are “flakes” and “grains” on the order 

of 10
-4
 m. The particle is simple to manufacture, as they are simply 

small pieces of superconductor coated with a reflective material. 
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 Once the system is deployed, the particle 

cloud sail needs only to maintain the current 

flow in the wires to maintain the structural 

integrity of the sail. Changing the current in the 

wires (thereby changing the amount of 

magnetic flux applied to the particles) changes 

the properties of the flux-pinning connections, 

including equilibrium location and stiffness. 

Thus, this design provides a way to actively 

control the stiffness of each ring of particles 

independently, akin to using ropes to control 

the tension in marine sails or smart material 

booms to warp a traditional solar sail. Clearly 

this control is limited by the current available 

and the magnetic flux capacity of the particles 

in order to retain their flux pinning behavior. 

Certain sections of the sail can be released 

entirely in order to rapidly change the 

properties of the sail itself (including the center 

of mass and the center of solar pressure), 

leading to the possibility of an agile solar sail.  

 The performance of this sail will depend on the efficiency of the particle design and the density of the particles. 

Due to the fact that the particle variation will be high and the orientation of these particles will not be controlled, it is 

likely that a particulate solar sail will not reflect photons as efficiently as a standard thin-film solar sail. As a 0.7 

efficiency factor is considered low for a traditional solar sail in current designs, it is reasonable to estimate an 

efficiency factor of 0.6 for a particle cloud solar sail. Further, the density of the superconductive particles (both the 

mass density of individual particles and the packing density of the particles into the magnetic rings) must be 

determined. The mass density of the type-II superconductor YBCO is a good first order approximation, leading to an 

estimation of 5 g cm
-3
 for the mass density of the particles.

13
 Further, assuming that the layer of particles is on the 

order to 10
-5
 m thick, the sail assembly load factor for a particle cloud sail is 50 g m

-2
. Although this number is still 

in a higher range of currently estimated sail assembly loading factors for traditional solar sails, it does indicate that a 

particle cloud solar sail may be able to perform comparably to its thin-film counterparts. To determine the 

characteristic acceleration, the packing density of the particles is assumed to achieve a 95% coverage of the surface 

area it encompasses, leading to a value of 0.1 mm s
-2
. This characteristic acceleration is an order of magnitude below 

those anticipated for traditional solar sail designs, but this value is not low enough to dismiss the concept of the 

particle cloud sail altogether. The performance may be improved by optimization of the particle design and better 

estimation techniques for the loss due to non-perfect reflection and the unique strengths of this design may merit an 

engineering trade-off between performance and unique capability.  

 

   
     

   

Figure 7. Particle Cloud Structural Design.  The structural 

design for this architecture consists of wires spaced on the 

order of 10
-2
 m, with each wire alternating the direction of the 

current flow so that the adjacent wires repel one another and 

cause the structure to deploy. The current is provided by the 

main spacecraft bus, shown as a grey cylinder above. 
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Figure 8. A Chip-Sized Satellite.  

 

Figure 9. The Integrated Payload Solar Sail. SpaceChips form 

together to make one macroscopic structure that acts as a solar sail. 
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B. Integrated Payload Sail 

 The integrated payload sail is a completely different approach. This architecture draws on an emerging 

technology known as a satellite-on-a-chip,
14,15

 where all of the functionality of a spacecraft resides on a centimeter-

scale chip, as shown in Figure 8. Although a spacecraft the size of a small coin clearly does not function as a full-

sized spacecraft in some ways, SpaceChips are capable of being produced cheaply in bulk amounts. This capability, 

as well as new behaviors available by virtue of small-scale physics, opens the way for large-scale distributed sensing 

and other behaviors that large spacecraft cannot achieve. The integrated-payload sail architecture attaches flux-

pinning interfaces onto these very small satellites and encourages them to join together into a large sheet of discrete, 

non-contacting, linked units. When large numbers of the chips form a larger sheet, the solar pressure act son the 

sheet as a whole, allowing this linked formation of SpaceChips to move as a solar sail. The unique aspect of this 

architecture is that the sail itself is now composed of distributed sensors (as shown in Figure 9). Because these 

particles are flux-pinned together and are essentially independent spacecraft (despite their unusual size), this 

architecture can be modeled with the small-motions flux-pinned formation equations of motion described in 

reference 5. 

  The particle scale design for this 

architecture is simply that of an individual chip, 

since the satellite-on-a-chip concept is already in 

development by several research groups. Thus, the 

particles will have a surface area of approximately 

one square centimeter and a thickness of less than 

20 micrometers.
15
 The only modifications 

necessary would be those that ensure the 

SpaceChip’s compatibility with the thermal 

requirements for the flux pinning interfaces and 

the reflectivity required for an effective solar sail. 

Specifically, one side of the chip is coated with 

the same vaporized aluminum described above in 

order to produce a close-to-ideal reflection of the 

sun’s photons, leaving some regions for 

photovoltaics. The other side (facing away from 

the sun) houses the attachments for small grains of 

superconducting material and permanent magnets 

where they will be shielded from the sun’s rays (see Figure 

10). It may be necessary to devise additional cooling 

techniques to maintain the desired temperature, depending on 

the thermal properties of the original SpaceChips. As with 

the particle-cloud sail, the least amount of superconductor 

and magnet necessary to hold the integrated payload sail 

together depends on the specific design of the interface.  

 The interface must be carefully designed to encourage a 

sheet-like emergent behavior with the reflective side pointing 

toward the sun. A design that requires minimal active sensing 

and coordination is ideal. Producing this behavior comes 

from two segments of the mission timeline: the transient 

state, from the deployment out of the launch fairing until the 

solar sail is constructed, and the steady state, where the 

collection of SpaceChip particles must hold a shape without 

an external structure. The transient portion of the mission can 

be approached one of two ways: random deployment and 

swarming module behavior to construct the larger structure 

or orchestrated deployments that produce the desired result 

without independent action by the modules. Research is 

being conducted on swarming laws for larger modules 

connected via flux-pinned interfaces in order to produce 

large aperture telescopes,
6
 but it may not be possible to 

implement these laws on the less sophisticated SpaceChip 

 
  

Figure 11. Integrated Payload Sail Structural 

Design.  The structural design for this architecture 

consists of a stiffly linked set of chip-sized 

independent satellites that connect to their nearest 

neighbors via flux-pinned interfaces. In this image 

the magnets (green) and the superconductors (blue) 

connect the separate chips via the magnetic flux  

(visualized as clear spheres). 

   

Figure 10. Integrated Payload Sail Particle Design.  The 

particle for the integrated payload sail design consists of a 

SpaceChip module coated with reflective aluminum on the 

sun-facing side (shown on the right) and the SpaceChip 

subsystems on the opposite side (shown on the left). The flux-

pinning interfaces are represented by the green cubes 

(magnets) and the blue cubes (superconductors). 
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modules. If that proves to be the case, the simplest solution is an orderly deployment mechanism that allows strings 

of SpaceChip particles to flux pin together in the correct orientation before leaving the vicinity of the deployment 

module. The dynamics of a flux-pinned structure under the influence of solar pressure has not been studied.  

However, some work has been done on the stability of the response of a larger-scale flux-pinned structure to 

external disturbances with promising results that indicate the flux-pinned system remains stable and maintains its 

formation in the presence of disturbances.
5
 More study is needed to expand this simulation to better model this chip-

scale architecture. 

 The integrated payload sail does not have a global, centrally-controlled current loop with which the magnetic 

field in the sail can be easily manipulated. Although it is possible to work electromagnets into a control scheme for 

such a sail, the most obvious control mechanism is thermal actuation. If the superconductor’s temperature is raised 

above its transition temperature, the connection can effectively be turned off. This heating may be accomplished via 

a small resistor in the superconductor or by exposing the superconductor to intense light (possibly by changing its 

aspect relative to the sun). If this ability is combined with a pivoting flux pinning kinematic joint,
4
 the SpaceChip in 

question would be able to swing back like a door opening (as in Figure 12a). Although the details on how to move 

the particles once the joint has been turned off need to be resolved, having that capability would offer unprecedented 

versatility in a solar sailing system. The center of solar pressure could be moved virtually anywhere simply by 

causing the particles on certain portions of the sail to point away from the sun, all without dramatically changing the 

center of mass. Rapid orientation maneuvers could be conducted by tilting each of the particles relative to one 

another, possibly by changing the flux pinned equilibrium position via altering the magnetic flux. The integrated 

payload sail could produce an effective incidence angle, without having to pivot a large bulky structure (Figure 12b).   

 In order to assess the performance of such a solar sail, it is useful to describe the system in terms of the 

performance parameters developed to evaluate traditional solar sails. Because this sail design integrates the payload 

and the sail, the payload mass fraction has a theoretical limit of 1. Although this value may decrease slightly if 

additional mass were required, for example, to amplify and relay the SpaceChips’ radio signals, the mass payload 

fraction is much higher than the values anticipated for traditional solar sails. On the other hand, SpaceChips are 

expected to perform many more functions than a typical film on a traditional solar sail, resulting in a higher mass per 

area. The values for one variant on a prototype design of a SpaceChip include a surface area of one square 

centimeter and a mass of approximately 9 mg including a small flux-pinning interface.
15
 Assuming that the area of 

the solar sail is the effective reflecting area and not the total physical area (since the chips represent the reflecting 

area, but are separated by a small gap due to the flux pinning), the sail loading factor σ is 90 g m
-2
. As seen from the 

values presented in section III, this value is somewhat high, but still within the range proposed by current sail 

designs. It is also possible to optimize the design of a SpaceChip to maximize the surface area and reduce this 

number to be competitive with traditional solar sail performance. The characteristic acceleration a0 can be calculated 

assuming an efficiency factor similar to traditional solar sails. Although the integrated payload sail will not have 

“billowing” due to the non-stiff membrane, small errors in the angle between each SpaceChip will produce similar 

inefficiencies. Also, since the same vapor-deposited reflective aluminum can be deposited on to the SpaceChip, the 

integrated payload sail can be expected to have the same reflective properties of the traditional sail. If a perfect 

reflective surface and an efficiency of 0.85 are assumed, the characteristic acceleration for an integrated payload sail 

is approximately 0.09 mm s
-2
. This value is an order of magnitude below that of designs for a traditional solar sail, 

indicating that this particular design is not currently to the point of competing with traditional solar sail designs for 

efficiencies and thrust. While it is possible to refine the SpaceChip design for this application in mind in order to 

improve its performance, this design is more plausible for use in niche missions where the sacrifice in performance 

is worth its unique applications. 

              
     (a)                    (b)        
Figure 12. Particle-Level Actuation. (a) When combined with pivoting flux pinned joints, thermally turning off 

specific joints could allow the mission designer to change the thrust vector of the sail very rapidly compared to the 

delicate procedure of moving a large traditional solar sail. (b) Coordinated maneuvers of the particles relative to one 

another could avoid cumbersome pivoting of large structures while still producing effectively the same end result. 
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V. Conclusions 

 The particulate solar sail is a unique approach to solar-sail design that may never fill the role of a 

conventional thin-film solar sail but nevertheless promises unique advantages and applications that make it an 

interesting alternative. By using small discrete particles held in place by superconductive flux pinning forces, this 

type of solar sail is capable of circumventing some of the issues that plague thin-film solar sails. The particulate 

solar sail could improve the ease of manufacturing and handling of the sail prior to launch, eliminate the need for 

elaborate folding techniques in order to launch, avoid the problems associated with deploying a large delicate 

membrane in space, and resist catastrophic damage from micrometeoroid impacts. Also, having a discrete surface, 

the particulate solar sail has many of the advantages of fractionated space systems, including increased fault 

tolerance and robustness.  

The particle-cloud sail is an implementation where flux-pinned superconducting particles are held in place by the 

magnetic field produced by current-carrying wire loops. This concept faces four major design challenges: 1) 

choosing and appropriate material, coating, and shape for the particles making up the sail to ensure thermal and 

reflective conditions are met, 2) maintaining the stiffness of the large flexible wires to ensure that the rings remain in 

the same plane, 3) deploying the particles in such a way that each ring has an approximately homogenous particle 

distribution; and 4) determining a power source that can provide the necessary currents for a reasonably sized 

particle cloud sail without dominating the payload mass.  

Provided these design issues can be addressed, the particle cloud sail would be well suited to operations in 

locations close enough to the sun to use the solar sail, but far enough away to decrease some of the thermal concerns 

for the superconductive particles. The fact that dust, micrometeoroids, and other small collision hazards present little 

danger to the performance of this design and the potential agility in maneuvering implies that this design may be 

able to fill a niche where thin film solar sails are risky, such as multiple small body rendezvous in the asteroid belt, 

comet rendezvous, or a long-term mission through a planet’s rings. Unlike conventional chemically propelled 

spacecraft, a particle-cloud solar sail could maneuver through these dangerous areas for significant stretches of time, 

visiting dozens of separate bodies and increasing our knowledge of the solar system.  

In contrast, the integrated payload sail uses satellite-on-a-chip modules equipped with flux-pinning interfaces so 

that the modules can link without contacting to produce a collective solar sail. The four major challenges for this 

design are: 1) creating a large, correctly oriented, non-contacting flux-pinned structure in space with unsophisticated 

modules that lack fine position and attitude actuation, 2) making sail-level decisions (such as when to pivot certain 

particles and when to reorient the sail) when the modules are non contacting and have limited communication 

bandwidth, 3) manipulating the orientation of individual chips once one of the joints has been turned off, and 4) 

predicting the long-term steady state response of the non-rigid structure to the effects of solar pressure and other 

disturbances. 

The integrated-payload sail has strengths that differ from those of the particle-cloud architecture, but it has 

equally exciting applications if the aforementioned challenges can be resolved. The key feature of this design is the 

fact that the sail is composed of miniature spacecraft capable of sensing a very small amount of data individually, 

but capturing an impressive spread of data collectively. Since thermal issues can be resolved by adding insulation to 

the chips themselves (instead of attempting to design the small particles to balance emission and absorption), this 

design is less sensitive to its proximity to the sun. Thus, it could be used as a large-scale long-duration distributed 

sensor to monitor sun ejections in order to provide an early warning for massive sun storms that can cause 

significant damage and disruption back on Earth. The fact that these distributed spacecraft function as a solar sail 

instead of small disposable sensors allows the integrated payload sail to perform station-keeping operations
16
, 

keeping the sensors operational for longer periods of time. It also allows the sail to be moved to orbits and 

inclinations that might be of greater interest once the craft has already been deployed. A further application for this 

type of sail includes long-distance distributed sensor readings. Solar sails are known to have “significant 

performance gains over comparable propulsion systems”
13
 for solar system escape missions. An integrated payload 

sail could travel beyond the solar system, occasionally releasing “breadcrumb” SpaceChip modules as 

communication relays or scattering modules in the heliopause to help better understand how the solar system 

evolved. If a long-range mission calls for a rendezvous with a celestial body, the integrated payload sail could shut 

off the flux pinning interfaces holding it together on arrival and once again become a collection of sensing modules. 

These chips can then scatter, covering a much wider sensing area than monolithic missions, with a much greater 

efficiency than a chemically propelled spacecraft carrying a payload of small SpaceChips.   

Thin-film and particulate solar sails have a different set of technological challenges. Just as the traditional 

membrane solar sail has matured as a technology because of the promise of new missions that it enables and the lure 

of propellantless propulsion, it may be that some of the fascinating prospects for the particulate solar sail designs 
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will also spur future work into confronting the challenges that stand in the way of the transition from concept to 

practical technology. 
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